Participants

**Business / Leadership / Economics**
- Richard Barrett
  - Richard Barrett and Associates
- Paul Hawken
  - The Natural Step U.S.A.
- Myron Kellner-Rogers
  - The Berkana Institute
- David C. Korten
  - People-Centered Development
- Meg Wheatley
  - The Berkana Institute

**Cross-discipline**
- Thom Hartmann
  - Author
- Jean Houston
  - Foundation for Mind Research

**Education / Culture**
- Dee Dickinson
  - New Horizons for Learning
- Barbara Marx Hubbard
  - Foundation for Conscious Evolution

**Environment / Sustainability**
- Duane Elgin
  - Millennium Project
- Stephanie Kaza
  - University of Vermont Environment
- Sulak Sivaraksa
  - Santi Pracha Dhamma Institute

**Governance / Community**
- Rolf Carriere
  - The World Bank
- Gordon Davidson
  - Center for Visionary Leadership
- Jim Garrison
  - State of the World Forum
- Corinne McLaughlin
  - Center for Visionary Leadership
- William Ury
  - International Negotiation Network

**Healing / Medicine**
- Joan Borysenko
  - Mind, Body, Health Science
- Uma Krishnamurthy
  - Institute of Noetic Sciences
- John Mack
  - Center for Psychology and Social Author
- Caroline Myss
  - Author

**Media / Arts**
- Frances Korten
  - Positive Future's Network
- Justine and Michael Toms
  - New Dimensions Broadcasting

**Relationship/Transformation**
- Diane V. Cirincione
  - Center for Attitudinal Healing
- Gerald C. Jampolsky
  - Center for Attitudinal Healing

**Science / Technology**
- Eric Carlson
  - Astronomer
- Amit Goswami
  - Institute of Noetic Sciences
- Clifford Matthews
  - Scientist, UIC
- Peter Russell
  - The Global Brain
- Elisabet Sahtouris
  - Metalog
- Fred Alan Wolf
  - Have Brains / Will Travel

**Spirituality / Religion**
- Marcus Borg
  - Theologian, Oregon State University
- Marcus Braybrooke
  - World Congress of Faiths
- Tenzin Choegyal Rinpoche
  - Kashmir Cottage, Dharamsala
- Wayne Teasdale
  - Author and Teacher